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The expression “all for one, one for all” describes the perspective of lawyers practising in 

traditional law partnerships. The model no longer fits thousands of lawyers practising in 

limited liability firms in which firm principals do not share personal liability.

Since the birth of the limited liability partnership (LLP) structure in the United States in

1992, the limited liability firm has evolved as a popular organisational structure for United

States lawyers practising in large law firms.1 Indeed, “the attractiveness of this option

appears to increase in relation to a firm’s size, and for law firms with more than fifty lawyers,

the LLP is the most popular associational choice”.2 Within a decade, Australian legislation

in New South Wales expanded organisational choices to include incorporated legal practices

(ILPs). As explained below, the legislation in New South Wales and other Australian juris-

dictions, similar to limited liability legislation in the United States, provides a vicarious 

liability shield for firm lawyers.

Beyond this similarity in liability protection, the approaches used in Australia and in the

US differ radically. From the standpoint of consumer protection, major differences emerge.

The first difference relates to the fact that incorporated firms in Australia may sell stock to

non-lawyers. This feature of the Australian scheme captured worldwide attention when

Slater & Gordon, a prominent plaintiffs’ firm, raised A$35 million, or US$29 million, in its

initial public offering on 21 May 2007.3 Skeptics criticised the commercialisation of law prac-

tice, questioning how firm lawyers could balance their duties to their investor-shareholders

and their duties to their clients.4

The commentaries that oppose allowing non-lawyer shareholders often do not address two

important public protection features of the Australian legislation. First, as in other
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Commonwealth countries, Australian jurisdictions require that lawyers carry professional

liability insurance to protect persons injured by the acts and omissions of practising lawyers.

The second consumer protection feature is unique. In Australia, incorporated firms must

demonstrate that they have appropriate management controls in place to ensure that all legal

services are provided in accordance with professional conduct obligations. To determine

whether firms have fulfilled this responsibility, Australian regulators possess the authority to

audit firm practices.

Before undertaking practice audits, Australian regulators have implemented a program

requiring that incorporated firms conduct self-examination of firm practices, procedures and

systems. Although the self-examination programs are still in their early stages, data already

suggest that the regulatory initiative has contributed to a reduction in complaints against

lawyers in firms that have completed the self-assessment process. Lawyers interested in

improving the delivery of legal services and reducing their disciplinary and malpractice

exposure should take note of these empirical findings.

To illuminate the differences in the Australian and US approach, Part I of this article

reviews the genesis of limited liability firms in the US, considering holes in the regulatory

regime that affect consumers and injured persons. With this background, Part II discusses

consumer protection concerns related to eliminating general liability for professional firms.

Part III examines possible negative consequences of allowing lawyers to practice in limited

liability firms. Understanding these risks, Part IV turns to the Australian regulatory scheme,

examining how the Australian approach addresses public protection issues related to law

practice in incorporated firms. By learning about the Australian experience, lawyers around

the world can better understand how auditing firm procedures, practices and culture can

operate as the first step in raising the “ethics consciousness” within firms, and improving the

delivery of legal services.

Genesis of Limited Liability Firms in the US

A brief overview of lawyers’ attempts to limit their liability provides the backdrop for evalu-

ating internal and external control of those organisations and impact on consumer protection.

In the United States, lawyers’ push to incorporate their practices stemmed from their desire

to reap tax advantages available to shareholders in business corporations. Specifically,

lawyers wanted to make tax-attractive contributions to retirement plans.5 Asserting that they

should be able to participate in plans on the same basis as owners of business corporations,

lawyers and other professionals obtained legislation allowing them to form professional cor-

porations.

Although lawyers’ initial interest in the corporate form was driven by tax issues, lawyers’

concern about vicarious liability for the conduct of other firm agents evolved to be the dom-

inant reason that lawyers incorporated. Long after changes in the US tax code eliminated

many of the tax advantages for shareholders, lawyers continued to incorporate their practices

in an effort to limit their personal liability.
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In 1988, the Internal Revenue Service issued a public revenue ruling concluding that a

limited liability company (LLC) with limited liability and centralised management under

Wyoming law would be classified as a partnership for federal tax purposes.6 Following this

ruling, attorneys and business groups faced little opposition when they lobbied for the enact-

ment of LLC legislation because “state legislators willingly traded off limited liability in hope

of luring new businesses that might otherwise migrate to states with LLC legislation”.7

Many states adopted legislation that explicitly authorised professionals to practice as LLCs,

while some implicitly authorised professionals to use the LLC form by providing that LLCs

could be organised for “any lawful purpose”.8

As the LLC form was spreading throughout the country, many professionals preferred to

practise as partnerships, rather than having to organise and operate as an LLC or professional

corporation. Multi-million dollar claims brought by the US government agencies following

the savings and loan debacle spurred lawyers and accountants to rethink the established tenet

that partners in general partnerships must share unlimited liability.

One group of lawyers who monitored the government’s claims against lawyers pondered

changing state law to allow partners in professional partnerships to limit their vicarious lia-

bility.9 In what may appear to have been an incredibly naïve comment, a senior litigation

partner asked why partners in general partnerships had to share unlimited liability for claims

arising out of the conduct of firm agents.10 This suggestion provided the springboard for the

professionals and sympathetic legislators to tackle changing state law.

Eventually legislation was drafted:

(1) extending the liability limitation to all partnerships;

(2) denying protection to partners for misconduct of those working under their supervision

or direction;

(3) requiring an annual registration with the state and including of “LLP” or “registered

limited liability partnership”, in the firm name; and

(4) requiring liability insurance in an arbitrary and admittedly often inadequate amount of

$100,000.11

The bill was “quietly attached” to an omnibus bill “that authorised limited liability

companies and included significant amendments to existing corporation and partnership

statutes”.12 Sections of the omnibus act amended and added provisions to the Texas Uniform

Partnership Act to create a new type of partnership, a registered limited liability partnership.13
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Within a relatively short period of time, the LLP form had swept throughout the US. The

specific statutory prerequisites and liability shield varied from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

Initially, states followed the Texas model, adopting LLP legislation that only eliminated vic-

arious liability for tort claims. Within a few years, virtually all states adopted legislation pro-

viding partners with full protection against vicarious liability for all obligations of the firm.14

The public protection features also varied from state to state. The Texas statute conditions

the liability shield on the firm maintaining at least US$100,000 in liability insurance or pro-

viding evidence of financial responsibility.15 Some states recognise that US$100,000 may be

inadequate to cover defense costs and losses. These jurisdictions use firm size to determine

the insurance requirement.16 In some states, court rules condition the liability shield on the

law firm maintaining a minimum level of liability insurance.17 Surprisingly, many juris-

dictions do not require that LLPs maintain even a modest level of liability insurance.

States also adopted different provisions related to the LLP notifying third parties as to the

LLP status. The majority use the minimalist approach of simply requiring that references to

the LLP include the initials, LLP, in the name, or the phrase “limited liability partner-

ship”.18

In considering whether practice in LLPs ran afoul of lawyers’ professional rules of con-

duct, the American Bar Association (ABA) Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional

Responsibility (ABA Ethics Committee) opined on whether, consistent with the ABA Model

Rules of Professional Conduct (Model Rules), lawyers may practise in limited liability firms.

In a formal ethics opinion, the ABA Ethics Committee concluded that the limitation on 

liability provided by the LLP structure does not violate the Model Rules.19 On the issue of

communicating the LLP statutes to clients and third parties, the ABA Committee split on

the issue of whether it was sufficient for lawyers to use only the initials “LLP” or the phrase

“registered limited liability partnership”. The ABA Committee’s majority believed that the

use of abbreviations “places clients on notice that their lawyer is practicing in a particular

business form, and encourages them to inquire if they are in doubt as to its implications for

them”. The minority expressed concern “that the use of initials, without more, is not suffi-

cient to make the limitation of liability apparent to the client”.20 Empirical data I collected in

a survey of business people reflected the concern that lay people do not know the effect of

lawyers practising in limited liability firms.21

The Wisconsin Supreme Court apparently agreed that the use of initials or words does not

adequately inform clients as to the effect of a firm operating as a limited liability firm. 

A Wisconsin Supreme Court Rule of Professional Conduct allows attorneys to practise in
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limited liability organisations, provided that the organisation gives public notice, as well as

actual notice to clients. In addition to requiring a written designation of the limited liability

structure as part of its name, the firm must also “provide to clients and potential clients in

writing a plain-English summary of the features of the limited liability law under which the

firm organized”.22

This Wisconsin Supreme Court Rule that goes beyond legislative requirements for lim-

ited liability firms illustrates how the judiciary exercises its inherent authority to regulate the

legal profession. Regardless of legislative enactments, the highest court in a state in the US

may take the position that the court, not the legislature, has the final word in determining

whether lawyers may practice in limited liability firms.23 For example, for many years after

the adoption of LLP legislation in Illinois, the Illinois Supreme Court declined to allow

lawyers to practise in limited liability firms. Eventually, in 2005, the Illinois Supreme Court

adopted a rule allowing lawyers to practise in limited liability firms provided that they satisfy

various requirements, such as maintaining insurance.

In short, a review of the patchwork of limited liability legislation in the US reveals that the

consumer protection features are like liability—limited at best. With the exception of states,

such as California, that require a meaningful level of insurance, persons injured by conduct

of lawyers in limited liability firms may be left seeking recovery from individual tortfeasors

and thinly capitalised firms. The following section examines risk externalisation and other

negative consequences of allowing professionals to practise in limited liability firms.

Agency Issues and Public Policy Concerns Related to Practice in 
Limited Liability Firms

Economists have characterised the structure of law firms as a nexus of contracts between

owners of factors of production and customers. These contracts specify agents’ rights, 

performance criteria, and payoffs.24 Professionals in firms, such as attorney-agents, offer

inalienable human capital and perform services for client-principals in exchange for a resid-

ual claim against the firm’s net cash flow.25

Monitoring by firm agents can be used to lower agency costs. First, monitoring minimises

the risk that a partner will shirk and take a free ride on the efforts of other agents.26

Monitoring also improves the quality of legal services, controls liability losses, and enhances

the human capital of the partners.27 In this sense, monitoring protects both clients and firm
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owners from the consequences of malfeasant agents when controls prevent negligent or other

wrongful conduct. If misconduct injures a client or a third person, unlimited liability of part-

ners also improves the likelihood of recovery for damages when the assets of the firm and the

wrongdoer fail to cover the costs of the misconduct.

Both tort principles and economics theory recognise the value of imposing vicarious lia-

bility on owners of professional firms. Tort law allocates risk to the principal as a cost of doing

business through agents because the principal, rather than the injured tort victim, stands in

the best position “to distribute [the risks], through prices, rates of liability insurance, to the

public, and so to shift them to society”.28 This in turn creates an incentive for principals to

carefully select, instruct and supervise personnel and to take “every precaution” to see that

they conduct the enterprise safely.29

Beyond risk allocation, various scholars have also asserted that imposing liability deters

harmful conduct by encouraging precautions in the delivery of professional services. First,

the risk of individual tort liability discourages individual lawyers from engaging in tortious

activity. Second, the risk of enterprise liability should motivate the firm managers to moni-

tor individual lawyers.30 Finally, the risk of facing vicarious liability for the acts of one’s part-

ners encourages partners to devote time and resources to monitoring and risk management

activities that promise to reduce their personal liability exposure.31

Conversion to a limited liability firm undercuts these incentives in two ways. First, it 

eliminates unlimited liability as an economic incentive to devote time and resources to mon-

itoring the conduct of firm players.32 Second, lawyers may avoid managerial and supervisory

roles and even assisting other lawyers because such activities may subject the lawyer to per-

sonal liability for the acts of others. In their treatise on LLPs, Professors Larry Ribstein and

Alan Bromberg describe the perverse effects as follows:

[P]artners may find that they can best reduce their liability risk if they avoid monitoring that might

trigger liability for participating in misconduct under a negligence theory or under statutory lan-

guage that focuses liability on direct supervisors or partners who have notice or knowledge of mis-

conduct. For example, specialists may refuse to learn about cases in which they are not directly

involved, and firms may abolish opinion committees. This may hurt both firms and their clients.33

Those limited liability statutes that impose supervisory liability exasperate this risk and

actually create a disincentive, undermining partners’ willingness to participate in firm man-

agement and supervisory activities. As a partner with no vicarious liability exposure, why

should one get involved in firm management and supervision if those precise activities expose

one’s personal assets? Is the desire to protect the firm’s reputation and assets enough to risk

personal liability exposure?34
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Eliminating vicarious liability also allows firm partners to externalise the costs of doing

business when firm and individual tortfeasors’ assets fall short of the amount necessary to sat-

isfy tort claims. Rather than requiring those persons who benefit from economic activity to

bear the losses incurred as a result of misconduct by a firm actor, limited liability allows firms

to shift to others some of the costs of doing business.35

The recent dissolution of Jenkens & Gilchrist illustrates how partners may benefit from

risky behaviour of individual firm partners and not bear all the costs of the activity. Jenkens

& Gilchrist, a Texas-based firm, moved into Chicago when three tax lawyers joined the

firm.36 These lawyers opined on risky tax shelter investments.37 In connection with this tax

shelter work, the firm reportedly earned over US$267 million in fees. 38 After the Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) disallowed hundreds of millions in tax benefits to investors, the firms

faced various malpractice claims, including a class action which reputedly settled for

US$81.55 million, with the firm paying US$5.25 million and the insurers and other defend-

ants paying the remainder.39 The firm also faced a US$76 million penalty that the IRS

assessed for “promotion of abusive and fraudulent tax shelters and violation of the tax law

concerning tax shelter registration and maintenance and turnover to the IRS of tax shelter

investor lists”.40 The firm eventually closed its doors.

Had the firm been organised as a general partnership, all firm partners could have been

jointly and severally liable for losses. Such personal liability may have created an incentive

for partners to monitor the conduct of firm principals closely. Unlimited liability may also

have contributed to firm principals sticking with the firm rather than jumping ship. In this

sense, limited liability can contribute to lawyer mobility and asset insufficiency.

The risk of shifting liability to injured persons increases when firms are thinly capi-

talised.41 Other than accounts receivable and malpractice insurance proceeds, firms may not

hold significant assets subject to execution following a judgment. Lenders and large contract

creditors may require security interests in accounts receivable and hard assets. Sophisticated

persons who deal with limited liability firms and professional corporations may require that

firm members sign personal guarantees. When faced with tort liability for some members and

contract liability guaranteed by all members, firm members would likely give priority to pay-

ing the contract liability guaranteed by all firm owners. This may leave tort victims with an

unsatisfied judgment against the firm and the individual tortfeasors.

When non-torfeasing members make contributions to the firm, they fund firm liabilities.

Understanding this possibility, members may distribute firm revenues and minimise invest-

ments in the firm as a way of reducing their exposure for tort damages. In this sense, limited

liability actually encourages members to practise in thinly capitalised firms.
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Requiring that limited liability firms maintain adequate levels of insurance can help to

minimise the risk of asset insufficiency. Unfortunately, the majority of US jurisdictions do

not require that firms maintain adequate levels of insurance or assets on a per lawyer basis.

Moreover, no legislation in the US addresses the other detrimental consequences of elim-

inating unlimited liability,42 including the risk that firm members will shirk responsibility for

the conduct of other firm members.43 By contrast, the Australian approach discussed in the

next section promotes collective responsibility by requiring various safeguards and measures

to ensure that all firm members act in accordance with their professional obligations.

Pubic Protection and Incorporated Law Practice in Australia

In 2000, the Australian state of New South Wales adopted the Legal Profession Amendment

(Incorporated Legal Practices) Act 2000 (ILP Act). This Act enables providers of legal ser-

vices to incorporate by registering a company under Australia’s federal company law. Upon

registration, firms are governed by the provisions of the ILP Act, as well as the nationwide

corporations legislation.

An examination of the legislative history of the ILP Act reveals that the legislators and 

various stakeholders considered organisational dynamics and consumer protection in formu-

lating an approach that balances lawyer interests with public interests.

Specifically, the ILP Act imposes a number of requirements that relate to management

and practice safeguards. First, the ILP must appoint at least one “legal practitioner director”

who is generally responsible for the management of legal services provided by the ILP.44 The

Act specifically outlines the credentials and obligations of the legal practitioner director. In

describing these obligations, Steven Mark, the chief regulator in New South Wales, notes

that the “first oversight obligation of all solicitors working for an ILP is to comply with a

solicitor’s ethics and professional responsibility”.45 The ILP Act imposes a number of other

responsibilities, including those relating to accounting for clients’ money and maintenance of

professional liability insurance policies.46 Under the Act, failure to fulfil the statutorily

imposed responsibilities constitutes “professional misconduct” that will be prosecuted by

regulatory authorities.

Furthermore, the ILP Act states that it is “professional misconduct” if the legal practi-

tioner director does not ensure that:

(a) Appropriate management systems are implemented and maintained to enable the 

provision of legal services in accordance with the professional obligations of legal practi-

tioners and other obligations imposed by or under this Act; and
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(b) Any conduct of another director of the practice that has resulted or is likely to result in

a contravention of those obligations is reported to the Law Society Council promptly

after the legal practitioner director becomes aware of it; and

(c) Any professional misconduct of a legal practitioner employed by the practice to provide

legal services is reported to the Law Society Council promptly after the solicitor direc-

tor becomes aware of it; and

(d) All reasonable action available to the legal practitioner director is taken to deal with 

any professional misconduct or unsatisfactory professional conduct of a solicitor so

employed by the practice.47

J.W. Shaw, New South Wales Attorney-General at the time the legislation was passed,

described how improved management structures promise to improve the delivery of legal

services:

Incorporation will lead to more transparent management structures in legal firms, because the

requirements of the Corporations Law [sic]. Within a corporate structure, the accountability of

individuals for the management of the practice will be enhanced and this is likely to lead to bet-

ter delineation of responsibilities within firms and to more efficient service provision.48

Because the ILP Act does not define “appropriate management systems”, representatives

from various organisations collaborated in an effort to determine what objectives should be

met to help ascertain whether an ILP has “appropriate management systems” in place.49 The

approach devised is an “education toward compliance” strategy in which ILPs must demon-

strate that they have procedures in place evidencing compliance with “ten objectives of

sound legal practice”.50

To assess an ILP’s performance with respect to these objectives, the regulatory scheme

provides for self-assessment audits conducted by firms themselves. The self-assessment

requires that the legal practitioner director rate the ILP’s compliance with each of the 10

objectives. When a firm’s self-assessment indicates that the firm is “Non-Compliant” or

“Partially-Compliant”, a representative from the regulatory body will conduct an on-site,

one-day review of the legal practice. Following the review and related interviews, the regu-

lator will draft a review report discussing the firm’s management systems and ways in which

management practices can be improved. Thereafter, follow-up reviews are conducted.51

This entire process gives the firm the opportunity to first engage in self-examination of man-

agement practices and then obtain guidance from regulators prepared to assist the firm.

Following the NSW lead, other Australian states and territories have enacted similar 

legislation. These other jurisdictions have also implemented self-audit and external audit

procedures. In their contribution to this special issue, John Briton, the Legal Services
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Commissioner for Queensland, and Scott McLean, the Principal Legal Officer and Practice

Compliance Manager for the Queensland Legal Services Commission, thoughtfully describe

how the new framework of regulating professional standards in ILPs is more effective than

the traditional complaint-driven regimes for monitoring and enforcing standards of conduct,

and also outline the features of an effective program of external audits.52

A recent multi-faceted study actually reveals a connection between the new regulatory

regime for ILPs and the number of complaints filed against firms that had undertaken self-

assessment. Using data relating to 631 New South Wales ILPs that had completed the self-

assessment process, Christine Parker of the Melbourne Law School, along with Tahlia

Gordon, Research Officer, with the Office of Legal Services Commissioner for New South

Wales, and Steve Mark, the New South Wales Legal Services Commissioner, studied vari-

ous effects of the ILPs completing the self-assessment process.53 In attempting to evaluate

whether the “education towards compliance”, “management-based” approach makes a dif-

ference, the researchers tackled the following hypotheses:

1. Incorporated firms that have engaged the self-assessment process are better managed,

meet their ethical conduct obligations better, and prompt less client and other complaints

to the Legal Services Commission than before the firms completed the self-assessment

process.

2. ILPs that have completed the self-assessment are better managed and engage in more eth-

ical conduct than those unincorporated firms that have not completed the self-assessment.

3. ILPs that have rated themselves more highly on their management systems are better

managed, engage in more ethical conduct, and have less client complaints [sic] than those

who rate themselves more lowly.54

To test these hypotheses, the researchers used complaint rates as indicators of good man-

agement and ethical behaviour in firms. This reliance is based on the fact that the objectives

and appropriate management systems requirements were designed explicitly to address the

types of conduct that lead to complaints.

Notably, the statistics on complaints reveal that the complaints rate for self-assessed ILPs

drops by two-thirds after the firms have completed their initial self-assessment. In testing the

second hypothesis, the researchers found that ILPs that completed the self-assessment

process have significantly lower complaints rates (about one-third of the number of com-

plaints) than non-incorporated firms. With respect to the third hypothesis, there was little

evidence that the number of complaints was affected by different levels of self-assessment

implementation of appropriate management systems.55 Based on these findings, the

researchers conclude:

Overall our study shows compelling evidence that the Australian legislative approach requiring

ILPs to implement appropriate management systems combined with the . . . innovative 
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52 Briton and McLean, supra n. 50, 6–17.
53 Christine Parker, Steve Mark, and Tahlia Gordon, “Research Report, Assessing the Impact of Management-

Based Regulation on NSW Incorporated Legal Practice” (25 September 2008), www.lawlink.nsw.gov.au/lawlink/
olsc/ll_olsc.nsf/vwFiles/Research_Report_ILPs.pdf/$file/Research_Report_ILPs.pdf, accessed 15 December
2008.

54 Ibid, [3].
55 Ibid, [38], [43], [46]–[48].



self-assessment regime for encouraging firms to actually put this into practice makes a big dif-

ference as to how well these firms are managed and to lawyer behavior as judged by complaints

rates.56

Recognising the positive impact of self-assessment, some have suggested that the “appro-

priate management systems” requirement should eventually apply to all legal practices, not

just those that are incorporated.57

Conclusion

The saga of the limited liability movement reveals that the US regulatory regime for limited

liability firms leaves gaping holes in the blanket protecting consumers. Many states in the US

do not require that limited liability firms maintain any or meaningful levels of professional

liability insurance. Because the limited liability structure eliminates the unlimited liability of

all firm owners, this poses the risk of asset insufficiency to pay damages to injured persons.58

Even in those states where insurance is required, the regulatory scheme in the US does not

address organisational dynamics and the disincentives to lawyers serving as managers, super-

visors, and mentors.

By contrast, all Australian firms must carry professional liability insurance. The Australian

regulatory regime also focuses on fortifying the ethical infrastructure of firms by requiring

that ILPs implement appropriate management systems. Furthermore, the self-assessment

and audit approach to management-based regulation creates a vehicle for regulators and firm

managers to consult one another in an effort to improve the delivery of legal services. As

revealed by the study findings discussed above, the self-assessment process completed by

ILPs has already resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of consumer complaints.

In the US, it is doubtful that legislators or state high courts will mandate additional regu-

lation for limited liability firms. US regulators of the legal profession will likely continue their

complaints-based approach to disciplining attorneys. At some point in the future, the interest

in a more management-based approach may evolve if US firms push for changes to allow prac-

tice in multi-disciplinary practices. At that time, concerns about lawyers practising in multi-

disciplinary partnership may be addressed if any proposal for change included features of the

Australian regulatory regime for ILPs. Specifically, practice in a multi-disciplinary firm

would be allowed provided that the firm implemented appropriate management systems.

Even if the Australian approach is not adopted as a formal regulatory regime in the US,

lawyers interested in merging good ethics with good business should seriously consider the

data that indicate that self-examination of firm practices and policies raises the ethical bar,

protecting consumers while lowering lawyers’ liability exposure. Although firm lawyers in

the US may resist any proposal that requires regulatory audits of firm practices, empirical

findings help lawyers to appreciate that they should engage in self-examinations as a matter

of risk management and professionalism.
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